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Ward Churchill has achieved an unparalleled reputation as a scholar-activist and analyst of

indigenous issues in North America. Here, he explores the history of holocaust and denial in this

hemisphere, beginning with the arrival of Columbus and continuing on into the present.He frames

the matter by examining both "revisionist" denial of the nazi-perpatrated Holocaust and the opposing

claim of its exclusive "uniqueness," using the full scope of what happened in Europe as a backdrop

against which to demonstrate that genocide is precisely what has been-and still is-carried out

against the American Indians.Churchill lays bare the means by which many of these realities have

remained hidden, how public understanding of this most monstrous of crimes has been subverted

not only by its perpetrators and their beneficiaries but by the institutions and individuals who

perceive advantages in the confusion. In particular, he outlines the reasons underlying the United

States's 40-year refusal to ratify the Genocide Convention, as well as the implications of the attempt

to exempt itself from compliance when it finally offered its "endorsement."In conclusion, Churchill

proposes a more adequate and coherent definition of the crime as a basis for identifying, punishing,

and preventing genocidal practices, wherever and whenever they occur.Ward Churchill (enrolled

Keetoowah Cherokee) is Professor of American Indian Studies with the Department of Ethnic

Studies at the University of Colorado-Boulder. A member of the American Indian Movement since

1972, he has been a leader of the Colorado chapter for the past fifteen years. Among his previous

books have been Fantasies of a Master Race, Struggle for the Land, Since Predator Came, and

From a Native Son.
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Funny thing. The earlier reviewer who alleged that Ward Churchill "has changed tribes several

times" forgot to mention where, or what tribes he's supposedly claimed. I've got copies of things

he's published and interviews he's given all the way back to 1969, and can find no evidence that

he's ever identified as anything other than "Cherokee," "Creek/Cherokee" and, for the past few

years, "Keetoowah Cherokee" (which is of course a particular Cherokee Band, to which Bill Clinton

does NOT belong).One is certainly entitled to one's opinion of Churchill, but lies are not opinions.

They're just lies.So much for the "issue" of Churchill's ethnicity, as if it had bearing on either the

merits of his argument or the eloquence with which he presents it in the first place.A LITTLE

MATTER OF GENOCIDE is a superb book, far more comprehensive and better documented than

Stannard's AMERICAN HOLOCAUST (note that the reviewer who complained about inaccurate

footnotes offered no examples).This is probably the best and most important work yet from one

Native North America's best and most important writer/scholars.

"A Little Matter of Genocide" by Ward Churchill is a scholarly discourse on genocide. It is an

extremely well documented historical accounting of targeted racial/ethnic killings from 1492 to the

present. Especial emphasis and iteration is placed on the well-nigh complete extermination or

genocide of the once populous native North American Indians.A brief, interesting discussion is

provided on the controversial birth status of Christopher Columbus's extraction and arguements

favoring Italian (Genoese), Spanish, Portuguese, or even Jewish nationality, etc. Churchill notes

there are more than 250 books and articles devoted to and another 300 essays or folios discussing

this issue.Various genocide references are made: Cambodian (Khmer Rouge), Armenian (Turks),

Gypsies, Poles and Jews (Nazi) and those occurring in North, Central and South America. Even

fetal genocide is mentioned. Churchill refutes, heatedly debates and debunks the prevalent and

largely American Jewish assertion that the only true genocide ever to have taken place was the

Jewish Holocaust.A concluding discussion and definition of genocide, actions of the UN General

Assembly and some clarifying of definitions and intents of meaning in Articles 1-V111 of the

Convention on Prevention and Punishment of Genocide (1948) was very helpful.The book is

ponderous reading: the content is shocking for it departs radically from that which had been taught

in school. However, Churchill comes off as having written a masterful account which, once

embraced, is difficult to put down until it has been read. The all too few picture and the explanatory



footnotes are invaluable. This is a must read for those who profess to be informed.

I was browsing through the "Native American" section of a nationally owned chain of bookstores

around three years ago. This book was on display as a kind of "selection-of-the-month." I

recognized the author's name immediately. Holy Hannah! This was the University of Colorado

'radical'author. The same fellow who wrote: "Agents of Repression: The FBIs Secret War Against

the Black Panther Party and the American Indian Movement." [I read "Agents" many years ago;

afterwards was convinced that the FBI and the CIA were capable of ANYTHING. And I mean

ANYTHING]. Besides the display copy, one book was remaining. I pulled it off the shelf and DID

NOT so much as look for a price tag until I was paying the cashier.I couldn't wait to get home and

start reading it. The book itself would be a bit overwhelming for someone with little or no knowledge

of the subject matter. [In fact, at times I struggled with grasping some of the concepts Churchill was

laying down]. But do not let this frighten you. Although VERY "scholarly" regarding the subject

matter, this book can be read like a novel...there are plenty of footnotes and brief explanations so as

not to alienate the reader.What you'll be reading is some pretty gruesome stuff in parts...most

importantly, you'll be wondering: "WHAT and WHY and HOW could all of these events have

occured!?"That, I think, is the whole idea behind Churchill's book. To get us THINKING and to

QUESTION.One of the most remarkable aspects of this book is that you DON'T have to read it from

front-to-back. [But it would make more sense in the long run]. The reader could just pick out a

chapter, read it, and historically/chronologically figure it out. Myself?: I've put it in the 'reference'

section of my personal collection.This is without question a book for anyone curious about a

'behind-the-scenes' look into our Western history. A lot of it isn't pretty, but real life isn't.

In his superbly documented work, Ã‚Â«A Little Matter of GenocideÃ‚Â», author Ward Churchill

examines the genocide of Native Americans by Europeans and Euro-Americans, quite possibly the

gravest perpetration in history of that utterly insane collective behavior that for lack of a more

comprehensible term is denominated crimes against humanity. The book presents detailed

accounts supported by solid evidence that clearly establish the magnitude of this unparalleled event

in terms of the scores of millions of individuals that were murdered or intentionally driven to death,

cultures annihilated, cultures terrorized and victimized, mortality rates in the surviving cultures,

geographic extent and duration of the crimes (the entire hemisphere for five centuries so far),

number of countries committing the crimes, and shocking degree of horrid brutality employed in the

persecutions, especially against defenseless women, children and elders. Not even modern-age,



race-based slavery, that other shamefully atrocious invention of Western civilization, can compare in

terms of the scale of the depravity. Churchill's book is essential reading for anyone concerned about

the historical foundations of and contemporary policy implications for Western governments and

societies as well as the pervasive influence of this legacy on personal mindsets.
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